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he recent exhibit The

digital

Photogenic: Photography
through its Metaphors ifi
Contemporary Art at the

Institutefor ContemporaryAn in,
Philadelphia exploresthe ways in
which artists are influenced by

1t is with this premise that I tackle
the 2002 Whitney Biennia1. Over ﾂ

photographic culture.Featuring13
artistsworking in painting,drawing,
sculpture,sound,installation,and
"y@heeffs$aphotognaphJCcu/tWr
I
thatpermeates all of contemporary photography, the showrequiresthe
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whelmingby its sheersize, it is the
largestBiennia!since 19Si, featuring
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IngridSchaffner

viewer to extrapolate beyond the
肚 5山e卜 c 肛山 LdChteDL
to a

vide0, sound, and net art been

influencedby photography?"Ingrid
Schaffner,curator of theICA exhibit,
suggests thatmeiaphoric mediators
includelight,proof, pencilof nature,
index,andthe blindspot.2

113 artists and collaborative teams

a山

from 23 countries,ranging in age from

24 to 7!. While impressive in Us

how cultupetScountFlvedtbmmughtbe diversityof artistsandgenres
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essentialelements of this photographic
cUltuFe?(whjch p 市
dueto our
deep, blinding immersion, we take for

granted?)WhatapethelntJIQsJC

C卜a tenS@@% 切 dpr 吠 eS 栗SM whkh
weri@oerourc 『
it4catgaze?How
has
photographytransformed
山eme 由o1
Of
桁ダ川 d in@eT edng 甜 ?How
have new media artists, working in
。

「

(including Ehe increased presence

of

sound,performance, and Internetart).
certain photographic elements were

prevalentthroughout theexhibit;the
latentimage, the veracityof
representation,
illusionandperception,
and the decisive moment or still image,

1nthe lobby gallery,a specially
designed "surround sound" installation

room provided an ideal environment

for total sound immersion. While
sitting in the darkened, gray upiio1stered room, listeners are enveloped
by the tonal sounds of Meredith
O 'SE 刃p$e vdrfdIfo
，山小e

absence of the visua1,I couldn't help

but meditate on the "latent" images
thatbo 川も 町ded 日ノ bbraln Sh
memories from lived experiences that
trigger the brain to form visualizations?
Or@Sltan lmpUa紀 f om the 田Und
waV 閤 NVe
皿血 gt
u如山 e
y?
As an interdisciplinary artist. Monk is
・
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「

certainlycognitiveof the interweaving
of music,movement, imagery, and
iheaier into a cohesive form to create
the suggestion of experience or
memo ワ 川 eR7 ゆJ筋の川四 S屯On ぽ

Monk's "sonic equivalentof thelight
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Jim Cainpbell's LED work,
entitledFifth AvenueCutaway, delves
・
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into the area in which mathematical

patterns evolve into recognizable

images.Campbellquestionsthe
relationshipof information to meaning.

What is the minimal amount of
information necessary for the brain to
process into a sequence of recognizable

imagery? The threepanelseachcontain
768 redLED lightsprogrammedto

display a vide0-derived sequence

of

figureswalking down Fifth Avenuein

Manhattan in slow motion. Viewers
question their own perception as the
image shiftsfrom abstractto corporea1,
depending on the vantage point of the
viewer.Made post 9/11,thework
references the temporality of life as the

figures dissipateinto thegulf of lights.
Perhaps one of the largest ques

ﾂ

tionsphotographyhasposed sinceits
inception is the "veracity"

of

repre ﾂ

sentation.Ken Feingold investigates
perception, veracity,memory, and
language in his sculptureIf/Then,Two
identica1,bald,silicons heads emerge

from a box of Styrofoam peanuts,
engaging in an existential conversation
about the nature of reality in our

digitizedandvirtualworld.(It's the
sci-fi versionof Waiting for Godot).

What is most compelling and slightly
disturbing is how lifelike the heads
appear. The lips move and the eyes
blink. Upon closer examination, one
notices a thin scar and smal1,

translucent,bluishveinswebbingthe
side of both heads. The two heads sit

sideby side,eyes staringinto the
distance,yet never gazing directlyat

one another. The lack of face-t0-face
communication, despite close proxi ﾂ

mity, sadly comments on the effects of
our increasingly virtual world.
Working within the gap between

therepresented andthereal is sculptor
Vincent Fecteau. His smal1-scale

Peter Sarkisian:

Still from Hover, ^999 (Collection of the artist; courtesy 1-20Gallery, Hew York)

"GuaranteedForever."The imagery
suggests an underlying quirky or

playfulnarrative,which undermines
the "Academy" of Modernist

sculpture. The dissimilar nature of the
images in relationship to the sculptures
ieaves the viewer wondering if they
somehow missed out on the punchline
Like Fecieau, Rachel Harrison
utilizes photographs to suggest

ambiguous narrativesin otherwise
minimalisisculptures.Creatinglarge

objects built from found materials, the

sculpturesare decisivelyhaphazard in

their construction. In one piece

entitledUnplugged, a six-footpatched
plywoodbox featuresan image of
Michael Jackson kissing thePope's
forehead. There is a flash of light,

sculpturesplay upon Modernist
abstraction,yet employPost-

whichpartiallyobliteratesJackson's

withlion-traditionalartists' materials

contains a row of electrical
outlets. The viewer is left to wonder
about the unclear relationship between

Modernist strategies, such as building
like foamcore and cardboard and

incorporating appropriated images
from popular media. The work is

meticulously Grafted,referencing
architecturalmode1-making.
The
formal structuralqualityis contrasted
by the odd choice of imagery, such as
a basket containing a roll of toilet
paper and a shoe on a rug stating,

and the Pope's features.

(Divine

intervention?)The adjacentside of the
structure

theimageand object.The boarded-up

plywood configuration creates a barrier
between the viewer and the interior of
the box. The juxtaposition between
two disparate icons @@one of popular
culture and one of organized religion
ﾑ represents a meeting of high and

low culture.Perhaps the empty
socketssuggest the facadeof both.

1n his current work, sculptor Tim

Hawkinsonutilizesphotography,
transforming stilt images into threedimensiona1,motorized sculptures.

Jimoter is a portrait of a man with
electrodes attached to ali parts of his
face. A machine controls the distorted,
mechanized movements of the ears,
eyes, mouth, nose, and eyebrows. I am
at once reminded of the childhood
game Operation, in which the players
have to carefully remove diseased
body parts withouttriggeringthe
buzzer. In Hawkinson's world, every
gesture andmovement is managedby
a machine. Emotions are no longer
controlled by the individua1, mere
simulations of the once "real" feelings.
The work humorously refers to

society's dependence upon machinery

and the power that machines ultimately
have in our lives. Hawkinson has the
uncanny ability to imbue his work
with a sense of childlike playfulness
mixed with the sophistication of his
technical craft. The resulting anxiety
is the strength ofHawkinson's
work.
Vija Celmins's current paintingsof
spiderwebs clearly evidence the
influence of photography. Much like

